As Geographers we will:
Locate the World’s countries and
name the continents and oceans.

.
Investigate
further the countries

And
Seahouses)..
of North
America,
concentrating
on their environmental regions,
human and physical features,

As Athletes we will: perform dances
using a range of movement patterns.
Develop understanding of tactics and
control through Hockey.

surfaces.
Identify the effects of air resistance, water
surfaces.

Location, Location, Location.

Recognise that some mechanisms including
levers, pulleys and gears allow a smaller
move to have a greater force.

As Designers we will:
Investigate structures and how they

As Authors we will:

are strengthened.

Read Kensuke’s Kingdom and write our

Look at sculptures and landmarks

own adventure stories, using similar

across the world and why people

techniques to Michael Morpurgo.

are drawn to them.

Read and write poetry based on the sea.

As Citizens we will:

As Historians we will:

Investigate migration and the

Investigate why our ancestors

refugees.

Compare how things move on different

resistance and friction, on moving

countries and major cities.

importance of charities supporting

As Scientists we will:

travelled to North America and the

Debate the plight of orang-utans and the
issues of plastic waste in our oceans.

impact of their arrival.

Look at how Christianity has

As Mathematicians we will:

As Artists we will:

spread across the world and

Compare maps and graphs and

Study and compare the art work of

compare similarities and differences

extract information about weather,

between worship.

Hokusai and Winslow Homer and use

climate and population. Research

water colours to create artwork depicting

currency and time zones.

As ICT technicians we will:
Use databases to sort
information
Begin to use email as a means
of communication.

the moods of the sea.

As Musicians we will:
Compose and perform music using
the pentatonic scale.
Learn songs from the American
tradition.

Book: Kensuke’s Kingdom
Song: American Odyssey

